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ABSTRACT
We report on the analysis of NuSTAR observations of the Be-transient X-ray pulsar
V 0332+53 during the giant outburst in 2015 and another minor outburst in 2016.
We confirm the cyclotron-line energy – luminosity correlation previously reported in
the source and the line energy decrease during the giant outburst. Based on 2016
observations we find that a year later the line energy has increased again essentially
reaching the pre-outburst values. We discuss this behaviour and conclude that it is likely
caused by a change of the emission region geometry rather than previously suggested
accretion-induced decay of the neutron stars magnetic field. At lower luminosities we
find for the first time a hint of departure from the anti-correlation of line energy with
flux, which we interpret as a transition from super- to sub- critical accretion associated
with disappearance of the accretion column. Finally, we confirm and briefly discuss the
orbital modulation observed in the outburst light curve of the source.
Key words: X-rays: binaries – X-rays: individual: V 0332+53.
1 INTRODUCTION
In binary systems accretion of matter supplied by non-
degenerate companion onto a strongly magnetised (B ∼
1012 G) rotating neutron star results into pulsed X-ray emis-
sion from the vicinity of neutron stars (NSs) magnetic poles.
The plasma is channeled to the polar caps by the magnetic
field of the neutron star which has also profound effect on
the observed X-ray spectra. In particular, the motion of the
electrons in strong magnetic field is quantised, which gives
rise to the so-called cyclotron resonance scattering features
(CRSFs, see Mushtukov et al. (2016) for a recent review). A
single (fundamental) or multiple harmonics (Santangelo et al.
1999) absorption-like features can be observed in X-ray band
depending on the conditions in the line forming region. In
particular, the energy of the fundamental is related to the
magnetic field strength as Ecycl ∼ 12keVB/1012 G.
The structure of the emission region in the vicinity of
the NS and thus the origin of the CRSF are, however, uncer-
tain. At low accretion rates most of the observed emission
likely comes directly from the accretion mounds on the polar
caps of the NS where the gravitational energy of the flow is
released. However, the observed luminosities of bright pulsars
by far exceed the local Eddington limit for kilometre-sized
polar caps. At high accretion rates, the plasma must be,
therefore, stopped above the NS surface by the radiative
pressure and the observed emission has to emerge from the
extended “accretion column” (Basko & Sunyaev 1976; Becker
et al. 2012; Mushtukov et al. 2015b). Conditions for the tran-
sition between the two regimes are determined by the largely
unknown geometry of the column, and by the angular- and
energy-dependent plasma opacities which makes it extremely
hard to make robust theoretical predictions on the transition
(critical) luminosity (Mushtukov et al. 2015a,b).
On the other hand, analysis of the luminosity depen-
dence of the observed properties of X-ray pulsars might help
to constrain the critical luminosity observationally (Tsy-
gankov et al. 2006; Staubert et al. 2007; Klochkov et al.
2012). Indeed, in low luminous sources the CRSF energy
typically increases with the flux, whereas at higher accre-
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tion rates an anti-correlation is observed. As discussed by
Staubert et al. (2007), Becker et al. (2012), Mushtukov et al.
(2015a), and Mushtukov et al. (2015c), this behaviour could
point on the two accretion regimes corresponding to sub- and
super-critical accretion. Observing the transition between
the two regimes in a single source would strongly support
this interpretation. In this paper we report on the analysis of
the CRSF luminosity dependence in the Be-transient X-ray
pulsar V 0332+53 during the giant outburst in 2015 and
another minor outburst in 2016, and discuss the complex
evolution of the line energy throughout the giant outburst
and between the two outbursts which, we argue, provides
the first evidence for such transition.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
We focus on the analysis of five dedicated NuSTAR obser-
vations during the 2015 giant outburst aimed to detect the
transition from super- to sub-critical accretion regime. We
verify the NuSTAR results using the INTEGRAL/SPI ob-
servations of the source during the outburst (INTEGRAL
revolutions 1565, 1570, and 1596). Additionally, we report
on two follow-up NuSTAR observations obtained in Jul 2016
during another periastron passage aimed to extend the ob-
servational coverage at low luminosities. We note, that the
source flux in the last two observations approaches that for
the transition of the source to propeller (Tsygankov et al.
2016), so we probe here the lowest fluxes when the source is
still accreting. The observation log is presented in Table 1
and Figs. 1 and 2. Finally, we used also Swift/XRT data
contemporary to the NuSTAR observations to extend the
low-energy band and monitor the activity of the source near
the periastron passage in July 2016.
The NuSTAR data reduction was carried out using
the HEASOFT 6.19 package with current calibration files
(CALDB version 20160824) and standard data reduction
procedures as described in the instruments documentation.
Source spectra were extracted from a region of 120′′ radius
around the V 0332+53. The background spectra were ex-
tracted from a circular region of 80′′ radius as far away from
the source as possible for each observation. The spectra for
the two NuSTAR units were extracted and fitted simultane-
ously between 5 and 79 keV for the outburst observations
(Fu¨rst et al. 2013), and in 3-79 keV range for the last two
observations where no Swift data was available. To extract
the Swift/XRT spectra we used the Swift data products
service provided by the UK Swift Science Data Centre1 as
described in Evans et al. (2009). All NuSTAR/Swift spectra
were grouped to at least 25 counts per bin and fit using the
xspec version 12.9 with Gehrels weighting (Gehrels 1986).
INTEGRAL observed V 0332+53 four times during the
spacecraft revolutions 1565, 1570, 1586 and 1596. Problems
with the energy calibration of IBIS and JEM-X telescopes did
not permit us to reconstruct the source spectrum properly.
However, we were able to do it for three observations where
the SPI spectrometer was operating (detectors annealing was
performed during revolution 1586). The INTEGRAL/SPI
1 http://www.swift.ac.uk/user_objects/
data were screened and reduced in accordance with the
procedures described by Churazov et al. (2011, 2014).
The broadband spectrum of the source has been previ-
ously described (Tsygankov et al. 2006; Lutovinov et al. 2015)
using a power law with cutoff at high energies (CUTOFFPL
model in xspec) modified by interstellar absorption and
one to three broad absorption features accounting for the
CRSF at ∼ 26 keV and its harmonics at ∼ 50 keV and
∼ 72 keV (Tsygankov et al. 2006). To account for the CRSF
and the first harmonic we use the multiplicative gaussian
G(E) = 1 − Dcycle− ln 2((E−Ecycl)/σcycl)2 rather than expo-
nential gaussian (GABS in Xspec), or the pseudo-lorentzian
model (CYCLABS in Xspec) used by Tsygankov et al. (2006).
Indeed, the later model was designed to mimic the high en-
ergy cutoff (Mihara et al. 1990) which is already included
in the continuum model. As a consequence, the measured
line centroid E0 becomes coupled to the cutoff energy and
shifted by σ2/E0 with respect to true centroid (Nakajima
et al. 2010), which complicates interpretation of the results.
On the other hand, exponential gaussian profile usually used
to describe the CRSFs yields a slightly worse fit with system-
atic ∼1-2% residuals around the line, especially for CUTOFFPL
continuum. This behaviour has been reported by Pottschmidt
et al. (2005) and Nakajima et al. (2010) for 2005 outburst and
was interpreted as evidence for a complex CRSF profile. We
find, however, that the magnitude of the residuals depends
on the continuum model used (for instance, they essentially
disappear for HIGHECUT model). Furthermore, restricting the
energy range to 20–80 keV as well as using multiplicative
gaussian or lorentzian line profile results in no significant
residuals for any continuum model. We conclude, therefore,
that given the existing uncertainties in modelling of the
broadband continuum of X-ray pulsars, there is no strong ev-
idence for a more complex line profile in NuSTAR data. This
conclusion is consistent with Swift/BAT results (Cusumano
et al. 2016) where gaussian line provided adequate description
of the data.
We verified that measured CRSF centroid does not de-
pend on the continuum or line model used and is well con-
strained for all NuSTAR observations. In particular, we mea-
sured consistent CRSF energies (within the uncertainties)
using the broadband fits of NuSTAR+Swift/XRT data and
HIGHECUT or a comptotnisation model CompTT by Titarchuk
(1994), as well as for NuSTAR data in 20–80 keV range and
the CUTOFFPL model for either lorentzian and gaussian line
profiles. In all cases inclusion of the additional soft blackbody
component with temperature of ∼ 0.4 keV improves the fit for
the XRT data, although, taking into account large systematic
uncertainties in window-timing mode it is unclear whether
this component is real. For all models we also accounted for
interstellar absorption. It was sufficient to assume the absorp-
tion column fixed to the average value of 2×1022 cm−2 for all
observations. We note that the absorption column is similar
to one derived from XRT observations in later phases of the
outburst (Tsygankov et al. 2016), so there is no evidence for
enhanced absorption during the bright phase of the outburst.
Neither component significantly affects the derived CRSF
parameters. The CompTT continuum model provides, however,
the most stable and consistent fit for all observations, there-
fore, we use this model combined with the gaussian profile
for the CRSF for the rest of analysis. On the other hand,
INTEGRAL data does not allow to reliably constrain the
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continuum, so we fix respective parameters to the values
derived from the NuSTAR data at closest luminosity and
only fit for the CRSF parameters. Again, we have verified
that the derived line parameters are not significantly affected
by choice of the continuum model also in this case. We also
found that at low fluxes the width of the first harmonics
becomes poorly constrained due to the correlation with con-
tinuum temperature. We assumed, therefore, that the relative
width of the harmonic (i.e σcycl,1/Ecycl,1 = σcycl/Ecycl) is the
same at all luminosities. In spectra with highest statistical
quality the second harmonic becomes visible in the residuals,
although not really significant. This is not surprising as the
NuSTAR is only sensitive up to 78 keV, so we did not include
the second harmonic in the model. The results of the fits are
presented in Table. 1. Unfolded spectra for the best-fit model
and respective residuals are shown in Fig. 3. All uncertainties
are quoted at 1σ confidence level and include no systematic
error unless stated otherwise.
It is interesting to note that there is an apparent shift
by ∼ 1 keV between NuSTAR and INTEGRAL data (which
are consistent with each other) and the Swift/BAT measure-
ments reported by Cusumano et al. (2016) as illustrated in
Fig. 4. This mismatch is probably related to the difference in
absolute energy calibration between the instruments as INTE-
GRAL measurements are also consistent for the current and
previous outbursts (Ferrigno et al. 2016). Besides this shift,
the difference in absolute flux calibration of the instruments
and difference in energy ranges used to calculate luminosities
needs to be taken into the account for direct comparison of
the results. In particular, we re-calculated the Swift/BAT
luminosities reported by Cusumano et al. (2016) using the
Swift/BAT 15−50 keV light-curve and contemporary NuS-
TAR fluxes which turn out to be well correlated. Based on
this correlation we estimate Lx = 91(2)C[10
37erg s−1] con-
version factor (here C is observed BAT count-rate). Once
said corrections are taken into the account, the CRSF ener-
gies measured by all three observatories become compatible
within uncertainties as illustrated in Fig. 4.
We also carried out the pulse-phase resolved analysis of
all NuSTAR observations. The complex spin frequency evolu-
tion (Doroshenko et al. 2016) and long intervals between the
individual observations prevented us from obtaining a single
phase-coherent timing solution. Therefore, we phased all ob-
servations using the reference epochs obtained via fitting the
CRSF energy pulse profile with a cosine function. The corre-
sponding pulse profiles in 3–15 and 15–80 keV energy bands
are also plotted for reference in Fig. 6. For the phase-resolved
analysis we additionally fixed the CompTT temperatures and
iron line parameters to average values.
3 DISCUSSION
3.1 CRSF centroid energy drift
The source is known to exhibit an anti-correlation of the
CRSF centroid energy with luminosity which is believed to
be caused by change of the accretion column height and
was studied extensively during the 2004-2005 outburst (Tsy-
gankov et al. 2006, 2010; Poutanen et al. 2013; Lutovinov
et al. 2015). The NuSTAR, INTEGRAL and Swift obser-
vations reveal similar behaviour for the current outburst,
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Figure 1. Swift/BAT light curve in 15–50 keV band (gray) of
V 0332+53 during the 2015 giant outburst scaled to match the
source luminosity measured using NuSTAR pointed observations
(red crosses). The red and green circles with error bars indicate
the CRSF fundamental energy as measured by NuSTAR and
INTEGRAL/SPI respectively. The red dashed line shows the
model prediction for the fundamental energy based on the CRSF
energy versus luminosity correlation measured by NuSTAR in the
declining part of the outburst. The blue dashed line shows the
fundamental energy reported by Cusumano et al. (2016) shifted by
1 keV. The shift is likely due to the difference in absolute energy
scale of the Swift/BAT with respect to NuSTAR and SPI.
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Figure 2. Swift/XRT (0.3–10 keV, gray points with error bars)
and Swift/BAT (15–50 keV, green crosses with error bars) light-
curves of V 0332+53 during the Aug 2016 periastron passage
scaled to match the source luminosity measured using NuSTAR
pointed observations (red crosses). The red error bars indicate the
CRSF fundamental energy as measured by NuSTAR.
although with two important differences. First, line energies
measured during the declining part of the outburst seem
to be significantly lower for comparable luminosity levels
(Cusumano et al. 2016) which was not the case in 2005 (Tsy-
gankov et al. 2010). The reported drop of the centroid energy
reaches ∼ 1.5 keV for Swift/BAT data (the blue dashed line
in Fig. 1). This is fully consistent with our NuSTAR and
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Table 1. Observation log and best-fit results for the phase averaged spectrum using the CompTT model. For INTEGRAL/SPI some of the
parameters (shown in italic) were fixed to values derived from NuSTAR data at closest luminosity level. Luminosity is calculated based on
the observed flux in 3–80 keV band not accounting for interstellar absorption or the CRSFs, and assuming distance of 7 kpc.
Obs. ID. Date Exposure Ecycl σcycl Dcycl T0 kTe τ L37, 3–80 keV χ
2/dof
MJD ks keV keV keV keV 1037 erg s−1
80102002002 57223 10.5 27.93(2) 8.47(8) 0.863(2) 1.40(1) 5.85(4) 16.4(1) 16.04 0.97/2864
80102002004 57276 14.9 28.25(2) 7.59(8) 0.861(2) 1.19(1) 5.73(5) 18.3(1) 7.98 0.9/2628
80102002006 57282 17.3 28.40(2) 7.43(8) 0.862(2) 1.03(2) 5.76(5) 19.7(1) 5.45 0.84/2600
80102002008 57296 18.2 29.03(4) 6.73(8) 0.899(3) 0.78(3) 6.08(5) 18.5(1) 1.71 0.88/1724
80102002010 57300 20.1 28.90(5) 6.30(1) 0.895(4) 0.73(5) 6.09(7) 17.7(1) 0.91 0.83/1375
90202031002 57599.8 25.2 30.42(5) 6.80(1) 0.925(4) 0.66(5) 6.80(1) 16.5(1) 0.57 0.88/1369
90202031004 57600.8 25.0 30.28(6) 6.90(1) 0.921(4) 0.68(5) 6.90(1) 16.4(1) 0.46 0.91/1330
rev. 1565 57220 67.8 28.28(7) 8.47 0.845(5) 1.4 5.85 16.4 ∼ 19.5 0.89/110
rev. 1570 57233 141. 27.64(5) 8.47 0.814(4) 1.4 5.85 16.4 ∼ 23.1 1.2/110
rev. 1596 57302 120. 29(2) 6.30 0.4(3) 0.73 6.1 17.7 ∼ 1.0 0.88/10
INTEGRAL results as shown in Figs. 1 and 4. Note that the
two NuSTAR observations in July 2016 reveal, for the first
time, that after the ∼ 1.5 keV drop during the 2015 outburst
the centroid energy has again increased by same amount
effectively negating the observed decay during the outburst.
Cusumano et al. (2016) argued that the observed de-
crease of the CRSF energy is due to the screening of the
NSs dipole magnetic field by the accreting matter. The effi-
ciency of this mechanism depends on the ratio of timescales
for field “burial” through the advection by accreting matter
and re-emerging of the field driven by magnetic buoyancy,
Ohmic diffusion, or other mechanisms (Choudhuri & Konar
2002). While both timescales are highly uncertain, it is still
interesting to compare V 0332+53 with other sources where
a variation of the CRSF energy with time has been reported.
The net decay rate of the CRSF during the outburst is
E˙cycl ∼ 1.5keV/100 d, and the net increase rate between
the outbursts at least E˙cycl ∼ 1.5keV/300 d. If accretion is
indeed responsible for screening of the magnetic field, the
field-increase rate shall remain the same also in outburst,
so the advection shall reduce the field even faster than ob-
served. The corresponding field decay/re-emerging timescales
τ = Ecycl/E˙cycl ∼ 4−16 yr turn out to be significantly shorter
than observed for other sources and generally expected from
theoretical point of view. For instance, in Vela X−1 and
Her X−1 the CRSF decay rates of ∼ −9.7× 10−4 keV/d (La
Parola et al. 2016) and ∼ −7× 10−4 keV/d (Klochkov et al.
2015; Staubert et al. 2016) imply τ ∼ 70− 155 yr.
Another issue with this interpretation is related to spin
evolution of V 0332+53 during the outburst which is governed
by balance of the accelerating and braking torques exerted
onto the neutron star (Rappaport & Joss 1977, Ghosh &
Lamb 1979, Lipunov et al. 1981, Lipunov 1982a, Wang 1987).
While both torques increase with the magnetosphere size,
the braking torque is more sensitive to the field strength and
thus shall decrease faster than the accelerating torque if the
intrinsic field of the neutron star indeed drops by ∼ 5% as
suggested by Cusumano et al. (2016). One can, therefore,
expect the net spin-up rate of the neutron star to increase
during the declining phase of the outburst. However, the
opposite is observed as reported by Doroshenko et al. (2016)
and illustrated in Fig. 5. The observed spin-up rate actually
decreases for a given accretion rate during the later phases of
the outburst which implies ∼ 30% increase of the magnetic
field strength (assuming the torque model by Lipunov (1982b)
and B = 3.4×1012 G field for the rising phase of the outburst
as deduced from the observed CRSF energy, however, similar
result can be obtained for Ghosh & Lamb (1979) model).
We conclude, therefore, that spin evolution of the source
is inconsistent with the intrinsic field decay suggested by
Cusumano et al. (2016) and must be related to other factors.
Detailed discussion of this issue is out of scope for this work,
and we can only speculate that the observed change of the
spin-up rate might be associated with viscous evolution of
the accretion disc during the outburst. Indeed, the disc is
expected to have higher surface density and thus might push
further into the magnetosphere during the rising phase of
the outburst which would imply lower magnetospheric radius
(for the same field strength of the neutron star) and thus
higher spin-up rate. We note that comparable total amount
of accreted mass during 2005 and 2015 outbursts (Cusumano
et al. 2016) together with significantly longer duration of the
later outburst suggests that the accretion disc did indeed
have different structure in two cases.
So what besides the decay of intrinsic magnetic field
could cause the observed CRSF energy decrease? We note
that the magnitude of the line energy drop is comparable
with the variation of line energy with pulse phase (see Fig. 6)
and luminosity, so it is natural to attribute the observed
CRSF decay to a change in the geometrical configuration
of the line forming region. Such change can be caused by
several factors besides the variation of NSs intrinsic field, for
instance by a change of the effective magnetospheric radius,
which, as discussed above, is also suggested by spin evolution
of the pulsar. In context of model by Poutanen et al. (2013),
the CRSF is formed via reflection of beamed radiation from
the accretion column off the unevenly illuminated NS atmo-
sphere, so the observed change in CRSF energy corresponds
to a change of the illumination pattern. The footprint of
the accretion column is expected to be reduced for larger
magnetospheric radii as the plasma follows the field lines
which are closer to the magnetic pole in this case. Decrease
of the footprint implies that the accretion column becomes
taller for a given luminosity and thus more effectively illumi-
nates equatorial regions of the NS resulting in lower observed
CRSF energy as illustrated schematically in Fig. 8.
Changes in the emission region geometry must be re-
flected in pulse profile shape. Indeed, the pulse profiles ob-
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2016)
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Figure 3. Unfolded spectra as observed by NuSTAR (5–80 keV)
and Swift/XRT (1–10 keV), and the corresponding best-fit residu-
als for the brightest to the dimmest observations (top to bottom,
top panel).
served at comparable luminosities in the declining phase of
the 2015 outburst and in 2016, do appear to be significantly
different as illustrated in Fig. 6. On the other hand, in context
of the reflection model almost entire NS surface is illuminated
in both cases, so no drastic changes for phase dependence
of the CRSF parameters is expected which is again qualita-
tively consistent with the results of phase resolved analysis.
Additional argument supporting the proposed interpreta-
tion comes from the comparison of the relative amplitude
of the CRSF energy variation with pulse phase in different
observations. This turns out to be significantly higher for
observations in the declining phase of the outburst where
the illuminated area is larger, and thus larger fraction of
the NSs atmosphere contributes to the line formation as
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Figure 4. Dependence of the fundamental centroid energy on
luminosity as observed by NuSTAR in 2015-2016 (red points). The
same correlation as reported by Cusumano et al. (2016) based
on Swift/BAT data is also plotted for reference (gray points).
Note that the assumed spectral model and energy range used
to calculate the luminosity was different in two cases (see text).
The apparent ∼ 1 keV shift between the two instruments is likely
related to difference in their absolute energy calibration. Once this
shift and correction to the luminosity are taken into the account,
the agreement between Swift and other instruments becomes
acceptable (black points).
illustrated in Fig. 7. We note that such change indicates a
significant change in the emission region structure regardless
on assumed model for the CRSF formation.
3.2 The critical luminosity
At high luminosities the CRSF centroid energy in V 0332+53
is known to be anti-correlated with flux, which is consis-
tent with Cusumano et al. (2016) findings and our results
for the declining phase of the outburst. However, the anti-
correlation seems to break at the lowest flux (see Fig. 4).
Indeed, the centroid energy is well constrained in the last
two NuSTAR observations in 2015, and is actually slightly
lower during the dimmer observation. Comparison of the ob-
served line energies in two dimmest observations in 2015
implies thus a positive correlation with luminosity with
dE/dL = 0.16(8) keV/1037 erg s−1. For the two observations
in 2016, one can deduce dE/dL = 1.3(7) keV/1037 erg s−1, i.e.
in four out of seven NuSTAR observations the line energy
seems to increase with flux, i.e. the anti-correlation reported
for higher fluxes does not seem to extend to low fluxes indef-
initely. Transition from an anti-correlation to a correlation
is, in fact, expected from theoretical point of view. The anti-
correlation observed at high fluxes is thought to be associated
with the change of height of the accretion column which is
supported by radiative pressure and thus appears only above
certain critical luminosity (Basko & Sunyaev 1976). Below
the critical flux the line is expected to be correlated with
the flux either due to the Doppler effect (Mushtukov et al.
2015c) or due to a change of the atmosphere height above the
NS surface driven by ram pressure of the in-falling material
(Staubert et al. 2007).
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2016)
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Figure 5. Correlation of the spin-up rate with flux as reported in
Doroshenko et al. (2016). A best-fit prediction for torque model by
Lipunov (1982b) with B = 3.4× 1012 G and B ∼ 4.5× 1012 G for
rising (black) and declining (red) parts of the outburst respectively
is also shown for reference. A ∼ 5% magnetic field decay suggested
by Cusumano et al. (2016) would imply slightly higher spin-up
rate for the declining part of the outburst (with respect to the
rising part) as indicated with red dashed line.
Assuming that such a transition does indeed take place,
the transitional luminosity can be estimated by fitting
a broken linear model to NuSTAR and BAT data cor-
rected for the linear drift as shown in Fig. 9. This yields
Lcrit = 0.7
+0.7
−0.1 × 1037 erg s−1 with Ecycl = 30.58(7) −
0.144(4)(L − Lcrit)/1037 above the transitional luminosity,
and Ecycl = 30.58(7) + 1.4(1.2)(L − Lcrit)/1037 below it.
Here we additionally include in quadrature a systematic un-
certainty of 0.1 keV for BAT2, and 0.077 keV for NuSTAR
respectively to get a statistically acceptable fit (in the later
case the systematics corresponds to the uncertainty of energy
scale around the mean CRSF energy assuming the long-term
gain variations reported by Madsen et al. (2015)). The best-
fit statistics improves from χ2red = 1.37 for 27 degrees of
freedom for a linear fit to χ2red = 1.03 for 25 degrees of free-
dom for the broken linear fit, which implies that the later
model is marginally preferred at ∼ 3σ confidence based on
the MLR test (Protassov et al. 2002). Note that while the
transitional luminosity value seems to be in good agreement
with theoretical predictions as illustrated in Fig. 10, both
the significance level and the deduced parameters might be
affected by the assumptions that the line energy decreased
linearly during the giant outburst and has fully recovered
between the two outbursts.
On the other hand, the slope of the anti-correlation at
high fluxes, which shall be less sensitive to either assumption,
is in good agreement with value reported by Tsygankov
et al. (2010), i.e. seems to be robustly constrained. We can,
therefore, compare it with slopes deduced for the low flux
observations as reported above, which implies deviation of
∼ 3.5σ and ∼ 2σ for 2015 and 2016 observations respectively.
2 http://heasarc.nasa.gov/docs/heasarc/caldb/swift/docs/bat/SWIFT-
BAT -CALDB-ESCALE-v1.pdf
Here we include no systematical uncertainties as the NuSTAR
gain is expected to remain stable on short timescales. One
can also estimate the correlation slope at low luminosities by
fitting all four low flux observations with a linear model with a
common slope and arbitrary intercepts for 2015 and 2016 low
flux observations. This allows to account for the possibility
that the line energy has not completely recovered between
the outburst as well as for possible long-term energy scale
variations. The best-fit dE/dL = 0.17(8) keV/1037 erg s−1
and ∼ 3.8σ deviation from the value obtained for higher
fluxes.
We conclude, therefore, that NuSTAR data provides a
first hint of the transition from anti-correlation to correlation
of the CRSF energy with flux at low fluxes. As illustrated
in Fig. 10, the transitional luminosity is in agreement with
theoretical predictions for onset of an accretion column, so
it is natural to associate the change in correlation slope with
disappearance of the accretion column. On the other hand,
comparatively low statistical significance of the correlation
break together with the complex evolution of line energy
throughout the giant outburst and between the 2015 and
2016 outbursts makes it hard to justify whether the transition
is indeed robustly detected, so additional observations are
required to confirm our findings.
3.3 The “mini”-outburst in 2016
Finally, we would like to comment briefly on the Swift/XRT
light curve of the source in July-August 2016. Traditionally
outbursts of Be-transients are classified in two types, i.e.
“giant ” ones like that observed from V 0332+53 in 2005,
2015, and “normal” ones which typically occur at periastron
and are detectable with all-sky monitors like Swift/BAT.
Both burst types are evident in long-term V 0332+53 light
curve. However, closer inspection reveals also some flux en-
hancements at almost every periastron with level below that
typical for “normal” outbursts. This prompted us to request
additional NuSTAR observations and Swift XRT monitoring
which indeed revealed a minor outburst with peak luminosity
∼ 6× 1036 erg s−1 barely detectable also by BAT. We note
that even lower-level accretion can occur in V 0332+53 and
other Be-transients also when they are not detected by all-sky
monitors, and this might have important consequences for
studies dedicated to cooling of the neutron stars (Wijnands
& Degenaar 2016).
The light curve itself is also quite interesting as it reveals
a sharp dip in vicinity of the periastron. Similar behaviour
was reported recently by Ferrigno et al. (2016) during the
2015 giant outburst. They interpreted the observed orbital
modulation as flux enhancement following the periastron
passage associated with the accretion of matter captured at
periastron and delayed by propagation through the accre-
tion disc. In our case it is, however, clear, that the outburst
starts before the periastron and the accretion rate drops for
∼ 3 d to restore later to the pre-dip level (see Fig. 2). We
note that light curve modeling by Ferrigno et al. (2016) is
not unambiguous and the observed modulation during the
giant outburst can be also attributed to the dips at perias-
tron rather than flux enhancement afterwards. We conclude,
therefore, that taking into the account our findings, the in-
terpretation or orbital modulation suggested by Ferrigno
et al. (2016) is probably not correct. On the other hand, the
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Figure 6. Pulse phase dependence of the CRSF energy as observed by NuSTAR (black histogram) at different luminosities
(L/1037 erg s−1=16.04, 7.98, 5.45, 1.71, 0.91, 0.57, 0.46 top to bottom). The pulse profiles in 3–15 and 15–80 keV range (blue and
red steps) are also shown. The pulse phase of individual observations was aligned so that zero phase corresponds to maximal CRSF energy.
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Figure 7. Amplitude of variation of the fundamental centroid
energy with pulse phase for the declining part of the main outburst
(black points) and for the rest of the data (red triangles).
Figure 8. Change of the accretion disc structure and of the
magnetospheric radius (with respect to the co-rotation radius
indicated by vertical line) change both the net torque exerted onto
the NS, and the accretion column height. During the declining
phase the matter falls closer to the polar areas which increases the
height of the accretion column so that illumination pattern shifts
to the equatorial areas implying lower observed CRSF energy.
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Figure 9. Correlation of the CRSF centroid energy on luminosity
with the linear drift of E˙cycl = −0.015 keV/d taken into the
account (symbols are the same as in Fig. 4). Note the transition
from anti-correlation to correlation below 1037erg s−1.
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Figure 10. CRSF energy as function of luminosity for sources
where either a correlation or anti-correlation was reported in the
literature. The red circles correspond to NuSTAR data reported
in this work. The black box corresponds to the estimated value of
the transitional luminosity. The red solid curve corresponds to the
critical luminosity value (Mushtukov et al. 2015a) for the case of
Λ = 0.5, where Λ is the radio of magnetospheric radius to Alfve´n
radius, and radiation dominated by X-mode polarisation.
observed flux drop at periastron is at odds with the com-
monly accepted picture of outbursts in Be-transients which
are believed to be triggered by the enhanced accretion as the
neutron star passes through the disc of the primary close to
the periastron.
Complex outburst development has been reported also
for other Be-systems (Postnov et al. 2008; Klochkov et al.
2011). For 1A 0535+262 Postnov et al. (2008) attributed the
initial flare to unstable accretion triggered by some magne-
tospheric instability, and the following dip to the depletion
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of the inner disc regions. In case of the V 0332+53, however,
similar behaviour was observed also during the outburst at
high accretion rates, which makes this explanation unlikely.
The dip in V 0332+53 is also clearly not related to enhanced
absorption as the ratio of XRT/BAT fluxes remains constant.
We hesitate to provide a better explanation, and the discus-
sion of physical origin of dips origin is out of scope of this
paper. Still, we wanted to bring this issue up to illustrate
that exploration of the properties of the Be-transients at
low luminosities enabled for the first time by NuSTAR and
Swift/XRT is very interesting indeed and shall be continued.
4 CONCLUSIONS
Based on the analysis of NuSTAR observations of V 0332+53
during the declining part of the 2015 giant outburst we have
confirmed the previously known anti-correlation of CRSF
energy with luminosity. We also confirm the apparent drop of
the CRSF centroid energy during the declining part recently
interpreted by Cusumano et al. (2016) as the result of the
accretion-induced decay of the magnetic field of the NS. We
find that line energy decrease is consistent with being time
linear throughout the outburst with rate of ∼ 0.015 keV/d.
Furthermore, follow-up NuSTAR observations of another
outburst in 2016 revealed that the line energy has increased
again approximately to values observed before the 2015 out-
burst which implies a recovery rate of ∼ 0.05 keV/d. Both
timescales imply unprecedentedly fast evolution of the mag-
netic field of the neutron star if the change of the observed
line energy is directly related to field strength as suggested by
Cusumano et al. (2016). We argue, however, that evolution of
the observed CRSF energy is likely instead associated with a
change of the emission region geometry. The later is defined
by the magnetosphere size which indeed seems to be different
in rising and declining parts of the outburst as sugested by
the observed spin evolution of the neutron star.
Finally, we find that at luminosities below ∼ 1037 erg s−1
the anti-correlation of the CRSF energy with flux reported
for higher luminosities seems to break, which we interpret as
the first observational evidence for the transition from super-
to sub-critical accretion. The transitional luminosity is in
agreement with the theoretical predictions and cyclotron line
luminosity dependence observed in other sources as shown
in Fig. 10. We note, however, that taking into the account
complex evolution of line energy throughout the outburst and
comparatively low statistical significance of the break, the
transition can not be considered to be robustly detected and
additional observations are required to confirm our findings.
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